QUESTION 1 – MULTIPLE SELECTION WITH PRIORITY ON ONE SELECTION

- Is it possible to get this layout?
- Can the number of $X_n$ and $Y_n$ dynamic in function of previous answer?
- When choosing $Y_{10}$ all the other $Y$ row should be unchecked. This valid for any $X_n$ column. Is it possible '

Before clicking on $Y_{10}$

After clicking on $Y_{10}$
QUESTION 2 – ARRAY TEXT WITH CATEGORY IN A DROP DOWN BOX

- Can the number of $X_n$ and $Y_n$ be dynamic in function of previous answer?
- Can a matrix like this text accept a drop down box with categories? How to make it?
QUESTION 3 – AUTOMATION TO AN ARRAY TEXT

• After the question the matrix should be dynamic by changing the number of rows (or column)

• This should be done without doing many questions to cover the potential number given on the top. I look for a kind of script to compose the matrix. If possible.

The box should be text or eventually a drop box category.
Do you want to participate to survey A, survey B, survey A and B, none?
Answer: A, B, both, none

- The less complicated way to execute this skip logic. I studied “assessment example” and I found it quite complicated.
- Any help?
- Any example about it?
QUESTION 5 – RECOVER VALUES FROM PREVIOUS ANSWER

• I tried many ways but not able to recover the values from this kind of question.
• Why the error? Any help?